Is Berlin Property A Stronghold Against COVID-19?

Germany bounced back very quickly from COVID-19 and contained the
crisis in a far better way than most of Continental Europe, including the
UK. But how has the lockdown affected their cities from an economic
standpoint?
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Berlin’s Paving the Way for the Future
Most cities are contracting by about 4% in terms of their GDP. Berlin,
however, will only see a GDP loss of 2.7% this year. Current estimates by
Deutsche Bank predict it will still expand by 4.9% in 2021, swiftly
pushing GDP growth back to its pre-crisis level.

Snapshot of Berlin’s Current Market
• There are 3.75 million residents as of June last year.
• Berlin has a strong rent culture, with few owner-occupiers.
• The city is very popular among the youth and has massive student
numbers, a demographic that further drives rental demand.
• Berlin has some major corporations in its vicinity. Siemens is
investing EUR680 million euro in the city, Tesla is opening a
Gigafactory and there are 2,500 tech start-up and scaleups
attracting pools of talent from across the globe.
• Berlin has a 0.8% vacancy rate in apartment blocks.
• Apartment prices have increased by 52% since 2015.
What Will Berlin’s Property Investment Landscape
Look Like After the Crisis?
• Berlin is the go-to economy for digital services and technology as
40% of all German start-ups are based in the city.This is deemed a
‘safe’ industry and is expected to bring in further jobseekers from
across Europe.
• Interest rates will continue on a downward trajectory, further
fuelling borrowing power but home-ownership will unlikely
increase.
• German residential property prices generally yield about 4%,
appearing more attractive than bond yields and volatility around
equities. So while property prices remain relatively low in the
market, a flight to safety with residential property investment
could result in price increases.
• With jobseekers flocking to find work in capital cities, Berlin is
expected to see a spike in population adding strain to the already
undersupplied housing market.
• Berlin-Brandenburg Airport is finally opening in October 2020.
The transport hub is expected to result in 70,000 new jobs and
better access to the international market.
• Germany is set to benefit more than any other country from the
UK’s departure from the European Union.
• Looking forward, Germany will see increased levels of investment
on the back of a positive carry for rental yields vs cost of funding.

IP Global’s Experience in Berlin
• We have invested in 16 projects in Berlin.
• Average yields on completed stock have been 4.96%.
• The average cost of borrowing for our international investors is
2.9%.
• IP Global market appraisals show the lowest estimated increase in
value was 25.3% for a project launched in 2017, while the highest
estimated increase in value was from a project launched in 2015
that saw a 105.8% increase.
• With an average mortgage value of 70%, our investors’ return on
capital is 51% at the lowest rate and 153% at the highest rate.

This is a very trying time, both personally and economically, for a lot of
people and property will not be completely insulated from all risk.
Having said that, we have to mitigate our risk by buying the right assets
in the right markets. Germany has served our clients extremely well, with
literally zero exceptions. And we think Germany will continue to be a
hotbed of buy-to-let investment over the next five years as people seek
steady, solid, dependable investments.
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